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Unlike the human visual system, image-capturing devices, e.g. 

scanners and digital cameras, are unable to accommodate to dif-

ferent light sources. In consequence, a number of chromatic ad-

aptation transforms (CATs) are used in color acquisition, display 

and rendering processes. In this research, a comparison between 

two models – Bradford and CMCCAT2000 – and two illumination 

source pairs – D50-D65 and D65-A – was conducted using 8190 

color patches. �e results showed that the color di�erences obtained 

with the Bradford method were lower than with CMCCAT2000 for 

both implemented illumination source pairs. �e Bradford method 

also proved to be more suitable for most patches.

Keywords: chromatic adaptation, CAT, Bradford CAT, CMCCAT2000, 

color di�erences.

�e classical method of winding bobbins has not changed for a long 

time now. �is winding method could be found on one of the !rst 

spinning machines – the mule. �e method is not perfect; therefore, 

high velocities of unwinding bobbins and winding cones could not 

be reached. Yarn frequently tears in the process of unwinding bob-

bins and thus negatively in"uences the process e�ectiveness. Un-

winding the cone part at the back end of a bobbin is very problem-

atic due to the generation of high tension in yarn. �e velocity of 

unwinding must decrease in order to avoid that. Velocity is about 

1,200 m/min at the beginning of unwinding and around 500–600 

m/min at the end, depending on yarn quality. Consequently, the 

average velocity of unwinding is approximately 800–900 m/min.

�is paper presents detailed analyses of imperfections of the clas-

sical method of winding bobbins, as well as possible modi!cations 

and their consequences by comparing the classical method with the 

new, UPPW (Universal Precise Package Winding) method. �e 

way the ring rail moves along the spinning tube is changed. Now it 

is moving up from the lower part of the spinning tube to the upper 

end of a bobbin. In consequence, the !rst (odd) layer of yarn is the 

longest of all layers in the bobbin. In this way, the conical shape on 

both bobbin ends is formed.

Keywords: bobbin, winding method, velocity of unwinding, advan-

tages of the new method, ring spinning frame.
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Today, when the stability of practically all industrial branches is 

undermined, textile industry, which was in critical position even 

prior to the outbreak of the general world crisis, is still much more 

fragile. �erefore, it is of high importance to consider the reasons 

that have led to the crisis, and particularly their in"uence in the 

future.

�e textile & clothing company Inditex, recognized and well 

known all over the world as the success story, is presented as the 

example of good management practice. 

We tried to ground the example of good management practice by 

explaining the so-called theories X and Y. �e explanation is sup-

ported by the example of practical investigation of the author Mc-

Gregor who analyses the de!nition of both types of management 

theories on real examples of unsuccessful and successful manag-

ers. Comparisons con!rm the thesis that the management strat-

egy used in the company Inditex as well as in other businesses of 

good standing treats the workforce favourably as an important 

source of competitive advantage. In this area other management 

theories are emerging too (e.g. theory Z) which might mean a fur-

ther progress in management, and which textile companies should 

think about carefully in such competitive and turbulent period of 

time.  

Keywords: management, management theories X, Y, Z, Mintz-

berg organization type, adhocracy, human resources, Inditex.


